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Abstract
Abstract

Facing the rapid urbanization and motorization, traditional urban structure with ultra-high
dense mono-center is undergoing changes. How to construct a public-transport-oriented
metropolitan spatial structure and promote sustainable development is a major concern of

Urban Planning in China. Rail transit construction and experience in urban development in the
world may be certain inspiration to us. Because of particularity of urban development, it is
necessary to sum up the impact of rail transit on spatial structure development in China. This

paper takes Shanghai as an example. Through years of investigation and study on rail transit
and city activity center, land use in station-circumjacent areas, people’s travel behavior and

the impact of rail transit on housing price, recommendations have been proposed to optimize
metropolitan spatial structure with the construction of rail transit.

Key words: rail transit, metropolitan areas, spatial structure
I.

Metropolitan spatial structure

Dispersion and expansion is a development trend of metropolis. Dispersion is
answering to urban problems for meeting the objective requirement of building

up more competitive unban environment while urban development is from
centrality to expansion, being a process of self-adjustment concerning spatial
layout to tackle uneconomic problems with use of agglomeration effect, as well
as an phase objectively existing in the process of urban development. Recent

development indicates that rail transit system in metropolitan areas is the most
important cause for this change. According to general rules of urban
development, a common trend shall be urban expansion and population
density curve’s being gradually flat with the improvement in transport systemi.
Different ways of urban expansion may impose diverse impact on the
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long-term development of cities. Take America as an example, its development
mode with lack of planning control leads to disorder expansion and unduly

dependence on car. However, in some cities like Stockholm and Copenhagen,
relatively strict planning control is adopted, high-qualified public transportation
service with rail transit as backbone is integrated with urban expansion; thus
this sort of urban spatial structure benefits substantial development of cities.

As for China, because of existence of urban-rural dualistic structure and lack of
high-qualified public transportation system covering the whole metropolitan

areas, the spatial structure shows itself as a mode of “dropping oil” pattern with
city and rural areas separated.
To sum up, there are three different ways of urban expansion as follows:
Mode I: disorder expansion with car as guiding force, the car-oriented
transportation is combined with low-density development;

Mode II: urban expansion with high-qualified public transportation as
guiding force, the urban development is coupled with public transportation
corridor;
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Figure 1: urban population density curve
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Figure 2: urban expansion, planning control and energy consumption

Mode III: on the basis of urban-rural dualistic structure, establish a mode of

“dropping oil” pattern with city and rural areas separated; for inner area of cities,
slow-speed mixed transport is coupled with high-density development, for the
periphery area of cities, the development mode with highway as guiding force
unfolds.

Therefore, in the process of urban space expansion, effective planning control
and interference is an important element to guarantee the realization of
sustainable development of metropolitan areas and optimization of spatial
structure.
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Figure 4. Rail transit system of Copenhagen

How to realize the development mode II as we expect? Howard’s garden city

and the Copenhagen’s finger-shape development mode in Denmark are
usually regarded as important reference cases of development modes in the

practice of city planning in China. The basis of under-propping the spatial
configuration of an urban spatial structure is its transport system, especially
the high-quality public transport system, including the urban railway and the
specific bus lines on ground. In Tokyo, Japan, urban railway construction
guides the city development; the modal split by rail is accounted for 56% for
the commuting trip. The Hong Kong railway system is developed with the -

tower real estate property on the metro station, which helps the HK
government save huge financial expenditure and receive billions of
considerable revenue.
For long time, the transport strategy in suburbs of metropolis, characterized by
the road construction in our country, is undoubtedly benefit for car user.
However, due to the long-term lag of road infrastructure construction, and the
car boom in short time, the cars driven to central part of the cities have caused
unexpected traffic congestion in the outskirts areas. The shortage of
high-quality transport connection between central parts and peripheral areas of
the cities has caused the ”dropping oil” model spatial structure commonly
existed in our country. The coordination of transport construction for city center

and its peripheral area, especially the transport service, is a problem to solve
in no time to delay. The realization of metropolis spatial strategy needs the
sustaining of corresponding transport development strategy.
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II.

Shanghai Spatial Structure Strategy and Evolvement

Compared with the mega cities all over the world, the population density in the
central parts of mega cities in our country is commonly high. According to a
report from World Bank, Seoul in South Korea is a city of apotheosis by

compact development. In the areas 10 kilometers to the downtown is gathering
6 million people; in Paris, 14 kilometers to the downtown; while in Shanghai

city, just 7 kilometersii. According to the census in 2000, after dozens of year
efforts, the population in central city of Shanghai is cut down, but the
population density is still large. There are 4 million people within the areas
about 110 square kilometers within the inner ring road

Figure 5) Population density of Shanghai (year 2000)

Basically, Shanghai urban planning is searching the best structure for urban
development between the centralization and diffusion. In many years, the

urban planning, with the diffusion of people as the instructional principle, is
carried out for the satellite city construction for many rounds. The construction
and development of satellite town for many years, all have followed through
the principle of diffusing population and industries. Actually, the measures
didn’t reach the goals as planned. The satellite town has appeared declined
tendency again and again during the process of far more development
concentrated in central city, showing strong centralized tendencyiii. This is
obvious different from the spatial structure with multilayer and multi-centers as
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At present, considering the improvement of city transport, or the guidance of

the city spatial development, or the promotion of the transport connection
between metropolis and suburbs, in mega-cities and megapolis, the rail transit

construction is highly valued. Shanghai urban railways will reach 1000
kilometers long, with 524 stations, 17 large multi-modal transferring

interchange. . The investment for construction of rail transit is huge, so is the
riskiv. If it can not bring enough revenue, the government finance will have

enormous burden. The metropolis spatial structure will play an important role
in guaranteeing the effects of railways, whereas the rail transit construction will

cause the optimization of the spatial structure. What is the real function in
practice the theoretical analysis above, and how can we realize the
optimization of spatial structure in metropolitan area by planning and
management? Let’s take Shanghai as a case to study.
The urban rail passengers have kept slow increase for a long time since
Shanghai first metro came into operation in April, 1995. So we have taken
several survey and researches since the year of 2000. These researches are

supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China and Sweden
VERF. The following is expatiated by the aspects of coupling between city
activity center system and urban rail interchange, land use change around
metro station, travel’s behavior, and the influence of metro on real estate
property.
III.

Coupling between City Activity Centers and Urban Rail
Interchange

According to the general principle of the interaction between urban land use

and transport, that the metro stations and the city activity centers interact and
coupled, on one hand, may advance the development of city public activity
centers; on the other hand, may provide passengers to the metro, ensuring the
financial benefits of urban rail.
Obviously, the intensity of interacting between city centers in each level and
urban rail stations depends on the importance of the rail transit system in the

whole urban transport system, as well as the development of existing central
districts. In fact, the centers of many cities have been developed maturely, and

the transport supplies are fundamentally balanced with the demand of travel.
Meanwhile, the setup of new stations can not change the functions, sizes and

geographical location of the city centers in short time, influenced by social
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culture, etc. Besides, in a diffused and highly car oriented city, the urban rail
construction has very little influence on changing the relative accessibility of
the city, and its effects on metropolitan spatial structure are also weakened.
Many researches in North America have proved this pointv.
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Figure 6. Comparison of Xujiahui and Wujiaochang on service area and travel mode

The development of Xujiahui in Shanghai is a successful case of the coupling
between construction of city activity center and metro/public transport
interchange. More than 20 years ago, Shanghai had planned 4 sub-centers in
master plan, Huamu, Zhenru, Wujiaochang, Xujiahui. However, only Xujiahui
area is successful today. It is easy to find that, through comparison of survey of
Xujiahui’s and Wujiaochang’s, around 70% of people take public transport to

both of the two areas. To Xujiahui, 41% of those people take metro, and 32%
of people take a bus; but to Wujiaochang, only buses are available to the

public. Besides, we have also asked the people where they are from in the two
areas. Their origin places can be concerned as the service coverage of the city
public activity centers. The relationship between hierarchy and coverage area
of the city public activity centers tells us that the broader the coverage, the

higher the hierarchy of the center. Comparing the coverage area of Xujiahui
with that of Wujiaochang, it can be concluded that just because of the metro,
the city accessibility space is changed, and Xujiahui service coverage area is
enlarged, so that it becomes the most prosperous sub-center of Shanghai.
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According to this principle, supposed the urban rail interchanges are spatially
congruent with the public activity centers at all levels, it will not only ensure the
metro enough passenger, but via versa support the development of city public
centers, as a result, form a vital coupling model.
According to the plan and data in <Shanghai Central City Division Plan>,
<Shanghai Central City Zoning Plan>, and <Shanghai Metro System Networks
Plan>, we overlay the spatial location of city public activities center with metro
networks to check the spatial congruency of public center and metro

interchange, and find out that there are still 42% of the public activity centers at
district level and 37% of the public activity centers at neighborhood level are
lack of station in nearbyvi.

Metro
mall
Metro mall

Figure 7. Passenger through the Xujiahui station underground path

It is just the improvement of accessibility to the surroundings of metro stations

that brings changes to the land use in the areas around the stations. The
connection between the stations and the surrounded buildings and the

connection between the buildings are the last link to realize the benefit of rail
transit. Convenient links will bring more promotional effects. So the
underground space and underground pathways must be designed to conform
to the buildings and transport on ground. But at the Xujiahui Station passenger
flow under ground is extremely unbalanced. The passenger density in the
pathways connected to Grand Gateway (No. 12 Exit) and Metro City Building

(No. 10 Exit) is very high, and that of the No. 1~4 Exits lead to Nandan Road is
exiguous. For the underground pathway is extremely crowded, and traffic on
ground is so heavy, people have to circumambulate the pedestrian bridge. The
curvature ratio is as high as 2.48. The obstacle in walking environment will

seriously damage the commercial vital atmosphere in this district. When a new
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urban transit center with metro appears, the competitive advantage of this area
will greatly decrease. So the design of the walking environment round the
stations will influence the optimization and adjustment effect of rail transit to
the city spatial structure. The fact deserves our attention when design the
metro station area, and our further investigation of the people’s behavior.

IV.

Land Use Around Stationvii

In order to study the influence of rail transit to the land use around stations, we
have surveyed 48 stations along the three metro lines,L1, L2 and L3.

Figure 8. Land Use along Metro L3

The general characters of the land use
Each line has constructed in different year and different location in the city, so
the survey along each line can reflect different changes of the land use

characters along the lines, what’s more, help further analyze the reasons of
the difference and provide empirical evidence to guide and control the land
development along the urban rail.

Comparing the land use along L1, L2, and L3, we can see that L1 and L2 have
similar character: each category of land use has similar ratio in the overall land;
while L3, along the inner ring road, Zhongshan Ring Road, is connective to the
west residential areas, so that the residential land ratio in L3 surrounded areas
is higher than those of L1 and L2. But the land use for office and business as
well as other public establishment ratios along L3 are lower. On contrast, the
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land used for industry/storage along L3 has a higher ratio than L1 and L2. This
is obviously decided by the location which L3 goes through where there was

the industry area around the inner ring before. Otherwise, this means potential
of land use change along the L3 is still great.
Table 1: The comparison of land structure of railway traffic L1, L2 and L3 station
surroundings within the 500 meters radius extension.
Composition of the land use %
Public building
Metro Line

Industri

Reside
nt

Offic

Busine

e

ss

Others

Total

al

Green

Road

Storag

area

Traffic

e

L1

34.7

4.5

17.5

7.5

29.5

2.0

12.6

16.4

L2

33.9

4.5

15.9

6.7

27.1

2.8

14.4

15.7

L3

42.0

2.1

9.2

8.3

19.6

8.7

4.1

23.2

6.2

5.0

19.1

Current land use within city
center (inner ring) (2002)
Current land use central
city(within outer ring)
Land use plan in central
city( 2020)

16.1

37.9

28
.9

38.8

9.6

8.3

22

6.

13

.9

1

.6

14.1

14.9

21.3

1
Source
: Shanghai
Bureau
Source:
ShanghaiUrban
Urban Planning
Planning Bureau

In the present station areas, the proportion land use for public building is much
higher than the average of the whole city center areas, according to the land
use structure in the areas along the L1, L2 and L3 in 2003, and the present
land using proportion in city center areas at the end of 2002.
The Intensity of the Land Use

The Metro line L1, L2 and L3 pass through different districts, so that the
development intensity of the surroundings in the areas of 500 meters to station

appears odds. The intensity of L1 is the highest, then L2, and L3 is the lowest.
At the same time, the order of the rates of low-intense land use is L1<L2<L3.
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Figure 9: Comparison of land use intensity within 500m radius of L1, L2 and L3

Figure 10 , Intensity gradient

Divide the station areas by inner buffer, with 0-200 meters radius, and the
outer buffer, with 200-500 meters radius, and compare the overall land use
intensity of the two parts.
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Figure10 reflects the grads curves of land use intensity. Generally speaking,
the intensity of inner area is higher than outer area, which just tallies with the

principle of land renting bidding curves. We can also see that L2 curve
changes more flatly than L1. That is to say, when the overall accessibility of the

city is improved, the land use intensity distribution is inclined to more flat. It
presents the diminishing effects of the new metro on land use change.

The land use intensity along Metro line L3 even breaks the general principle of
urban land economy. The reasons may be, on one aspect, the land use

intensity control regulation, which goes obviously against the win-win strategy
of land use and railway construction and operation; on the other aspect, it is
related to the time of metro building. At the time of investigation, L1, the
longest history railway, has been built up for not more than 7 years, and the L3,
just 3 years, so the influence between metro accessibility and the land use
intensity has still not embodied.

Land Use around Metro Station in Periphery Area
From Table 2, land use around metro station in periphery area (outside the

outer ring road) had a much higher proportion of residential use than in the city
center (within the inner ring).
Table 2: Structure of the land utility of Shanghai Metro Line One surrounded areas
Industrial

0-500m

500-1000m

Vacant

Resident

Office

Commerce

0%

1.60%

8.90%

5.30%

3.80%

14.80%

20.30%

3.30%

49.90%

0.90%

5.30%

5.40%

10.40%

12.20%

11.70%

4.30%

Other public building

Stroage

Green area

Road transport

Space

We can also see that in the periphery areas, the proportions of land use for

office and business surrounded the metro stations is further lower than the
areas within inner ring road, which means the periphery areas are short of
employment in service and business. So the rail passenger traffic forms the
appearance of tide flow. The bi-direction flow is unbalanced has caused one
direction’s capacity is scarce and the other direction is overmuch.
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Figure 11, Comparison of bi-direction passenger flow of rail transitviii

From the Figure12, metro L2 goes across the Huangpu River and connects

Lujiazui District and the People’s Square District. Its bi-direction passenger
flow is comparatively balanced. But L1’s north stretched part got the
bi-direction unbalanced rate 6.7:1.
Therefore, the city activity centers planned in master plan should be adjusted
in accordance with the distribution of metro network to more fully embody the
interactive relationship between land use and transport. The job in

office/business/commerce should also be placed around the metro station in
periphery area. Meanwhile, the dense of metro network makes it possible to

change the urban spatial structure from hierarchy central place structure to
multi-nucleus network nesting structure.
V.

Travelix

Trip purpose
In 2000, 20.4% of the people take metro to work ( see Chart 13). Up to 2003,

the rate is increased to 36.5%. On the other hand, the rate of entertainment as
the purpose has decreased greatly, from 30.5% in 2000 to 9.4% in 2003. The

trip purpose change of taking metro is allied with many countries’ situation.
Non-working travel has dispersed destinations to which taking metro is not
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Figure 12. Travel purpose rail transit passenger

Mode of travel
As we estimated, a large quantity of bus passengers transferred to the metro.
The survey indicates that 63.3% of the residents choose to take bus as the
main transportation mode for travel before the metro come into operation.

Afterwards, the percentage of taking bus for travel decreases to 17.4%. By
contrast, the share by metro was increased to 52.9%. Due to the stronger

competitively of metro, the bus loses 49.9% share. The bus passengers
number has sharply reduced, which make us pay attention to another problem
that the benefit distribution of urban mobility improvement brought by the
expensive metro system, and its potential influence.
For example, common people have to take metro instead of bus because
of reducing in bus service, which will increase the travel cost of that people.
The car users are encouraged to travel by the motor vehicle because of the
decrease of the bus traffic on street. This point is not what we hope.
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Figure 13. Travel mode before and after the metro openning

30.9% of those who haven’t’ used metro, occupying 47.1% of the interviewees,
think the metro ticket price is too high, 25.7% of them express that the metro
cannot reach their destination.
Figure 14 indicates interviewees’ travel time distribution before and after the
metro come into operation. Generally, after the railways open, the journey time
is obviously inclined to decrease. The ratio of less than 30 minutes on journey
is promoted while more than 30 minutes decreased.
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Figure 14. Travel time before and after

VI

Impact of rail transit on housing pricex

Lot of researches on the impacts made by rail transit on the house price in the
surrounding area have been done, among which the most common and
mature method is called Hedonic
semi-logarithmic model as following:

Price Method. We

will

analyze

m

ln pi = α 0 + ∑
� α k χ ki + ηd i + ε i

In this formula:

k =1

pi *the price of No.i building, unit is yuan/+

χ ki : the kth feature of No.i building
d i : distance to the nearest rail transit station, unit is m

ε i *random error
α 0 , α k , η *Coefficients need to be estimated
Coefficient η can be explained as: the percentage of housing price change
caused by one unit of distance variance between rail transit station and
building.

The factors that can influence the price of real estate include location factor.
For example, the distance to city center, the distance to rail transit station;
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construction factor, such as the type of the building (high-rise building,
semihigh-rise building and multistory building), the function the building (for

residence or business), FAR and green area ratio; neighborhood factor,
schools, parks, sport fields and supermarkets in the neighborhood. It is

necessary to consider all of these factors in the research which requires a
large quantity of data, the main sources of the data are: Shanghai City Map
GIS data, the price statistics of second hand houses at the beginning of 2007
on Website, the samples of the apartment were from “Shanghai RE market”

and “Shanghai RE Rental Information” and the like magazines and websites
published between 2002-2004.

Many institutions make categories by rings when publishing the average
housing price of Shanghai. Generally, it is distinguished by inside the inner ring,
between inner and middle ring, between middle and outer ring, outside outer
ring. Hedonic price model is used to study the different influences due to
various ring area.
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Figure 15. Sample location

We can find from the results of model analysis that, the price of the real estate
around the rail transit stations within inner ring is influenced by the distance to
Xujiahui and Lujiazui, and not related to the distance to the traditional city
center People Square. The distance to Xujiahui is more important than the one
to Lujiazui. It means that secondary centers appeared from one single city
center due to the establishment of rail transit system.

The distance to rail transit stations makes strong impacts to the housing price,
and its coefficient is -0.00015, namely, the price increases 0.015% if the
building is 1 meter closer to the rail transit station.
The other important factors that can strongly influence the price within the
inner ring include greening rate, building area and whether for residence
purpose. Considering of greening rate and building area means that people

pays more attention on the quality of environment when choosing houses
within the inner ring. Larger area allows higher greening rate and makes the

price higher. Some neighborhood factors are excluded in this formula because
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the infrastructure within the inner ring is well established and transport is
convenient, the impacts to the house price are tiny. However, location factor
plays more important role to the price than the other factors.
Table 3. Coefficients of the model by rings
unit

categories
inner ring

Inner-mid
dle

Location

Distance to the

factor

city center

Distance to the

Km

meter

middle-

Outer ring

outer

Xujiahui =-0.08

Xujiahui

Lujiazui=-0.078

=-0.028

-0.00015

-0.00019

-0.000193

-0.0002

nearest rail
transit station
Construc
tion factor

Greeing rate
Building

%

area

0.006
00

0.009

0.012

0.0097

00
square
meters
Building Tpye
Neighborhoo

0.094

facility

park=0.121

d factor

school=0.11
hospital=0.08

When analyzing the coefficient variances of various regions, we find that
construction and neighborhood factors also influence the price of real estate

besides of the distance to rail transit stations. And various factors play different
roles in different areas. Take the distance to the rail transit stations as example,
from the city center to the periphery, the influence on the price is getting bigger.
The influence coefficient to the outside ring is 133% to the one within the inner
ring.

VII, Conclusion and suggestion
We can make the following conclusion and suggestions based on the above
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research and analysis:
1. The expansion of city is Inevitable due to the high density of population.

Transit oriented development model is the way for the city’s sustainable
development but it is impossible to automatically guarantee the realization

of the sustainable development only with the construction of urban rail. In
the development process, the comparable advantages of mobility flexibility
of the rail transit system should be maintained.
2. Remarkable impacts were made to the urban spatial structure when
inducting rail transit system to Shanghai. The spatial location of urban

public activity centers will follow the multi-center network nested model,
instead of by central place model, thanks to the network function of rail
transit.
3. Realizing the coupling of urban public activity center system with rail

transit interchange system is an important approach to accelerate the
process of transit oriented urban spatial structure. Urban management

need to control the construction along non-rail and public transport
corridors, and spatial structure of metropolitan area should be adjusted as
well.
4. Theoretically, people believe that network effects will be brought by

large-scale construction of rail transit system (). Meanwhile, this study
showed that, large-scale construction of rail transit would also lead to

decreasing effectiveness and efficiency. When the constructions reach
certain scale, the effectiveness and efficiency of extending the rails is
lower than improvement on normal public transportation. The current
program is lack of integrated comparison due to the limitation of sector

department plans. Rail transit of low effectiveness and efficiency bring
heavy financial burden to the society and government, and it is
contradicting to the sustainable development.
5. To establish transit oriented spatial structure,it not only needs to

consider the scale of the rail transit, but also needs to think about the
economic effects and the construction of its connecting transport system.
Fast ground public transport system should be established in suburb and
realize “seamless transfer” with urban rail transit system. On one hand, it
can ensure the passenger of rail transit and enlarge the coverage of
qualified public transport; on the other hand, the flexibility of development
can be held to deal with the uncertainty of the future development.
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is fringe descendent, sometimes even can be

neglected. But if the external costs of cars can be internalized, the utility costs of cars increase, then the transportation
investment influence on land use will be much bigger than now, under the marketing mechanism. If we provide proper
investment to the public transport, emphasizing the service quality promotion, the bus will greatly influence the city land use,
just as the situation in Stockholm, Singapore, and Tokyo.
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